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About This Game

Discover the message in a bottle that will change Emily’s life forever, while cooking divine dishes in Italian kitchens! With
Paige fully recovered from her fever, life has settled down again in Snuggford. That is, until the entire Napoli family is shocked
when they hear that Emily’s missing grandfather, Vitto, is still alive and might be in Italy. Especially Emily’s father, Edward, is
overwhelmed by the news. He and his five brothers haven't seen their father, or each other, in years. Reuniting them is going to

be quite a challenge... Will Emily succeed in bringing everybody together at the big family dinner?

ENJOY THE 13TH SEASON OF DELICIOUS, the award-winning cooking story game series

RUN YOUR DINERS and serve food in 65 story levels in different kitchens, plus 30 challenge levels

PLAY IN ITALIAN RESTAURANTS and cook 200+ divine dishes in exciting time management levels

UNLOCK REAL MESSAGES by winning trophies while you dash through lovely locations

COLLECT DIAMONDS and help Emily reunite her entire family through the power of cooking

ENJOY HIDDEN OBJECT ELEMENTS and see if you can find all mice
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12 hours for 100% completion. Probably the easiest of the Emily games to complete, but enjoyable storyline.. Fun game, one of
the best in the series IMO. Welcome to Italy! We get to meet the head of the family, although he does not remember much
about himself. This installment got on my nerves a bit, but that was mostly due to the inane bickering between the siblings, as
they fight amongst themselves to win the family's secret ingredient for success. Otherwise, this was another enjoyable time
management game from Gamehouse. The best part of this game was the farm, but that was mostly due to the cute animals. As
always, decent challenges that were not too difficult and very fluid game mechanics. If nothing else, the drawing that Paige
presents at the end of the game is so adorable. So get this and play it to the end.. TL;DR: Outstanding narrative of a simple
family story, just like its precedents.
Mature series and game mechanics, no bugs and hassles at all.
Good balance of fun and challenges.
Skippable tutorial !!! Thank God !

I have been a big fan of Delicious series, and have played many management games.
Delicious series is definitely one of the indie games which just do things right.

Story-telling has always been a big part of the series, this one is no exception.
The story has always been around Emily and her family, her personality, her character, and why she is so family-oriented.
I particularly like the prequel story of her grandfather in this game.
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I do want to emphasize the story of this game is not exactly standalone. The story of Delicious series, as a whole, is great.
However, if you have not played the series before, it might be worthwhile for you to check the names of her family members
before jumping into the game; otherwise you might feel a bit lost, and feel the story is lacking.

After releasing so many games for the series, the game mechanics is clearly mature.
Decent graphics, swift control, no bugs and hassles at all.
No unnecessary in-game purchases, nor pay-to-win.
Skippable tutorial ! Thank God !
Good balance of fun and challenges - Variable difficulty settings + optional challenges mean you can either sit back and focus
on the storyline, or try hard then think of the cutscene as a reward.

Recommending for:
If you have been playing Delicious series, and wish to have another piece of good quality story, definitely go for it
If you have not played the series before, but wish to try a mature time management series, this should be good fun

Not Recommending for:
If you are looking for sophiscated management, this is not the game; this is a casual time management game focusing on story-
telling.
If you are looking for RPG-style with lots of customization, this game won't do that.. As always, the story, graphics and game
play are just as enthralling and enchanting as is now customary to this lovely cooking series of games and the mouse is as
frustratingly elusive as ever :) 10\/10 throughout.
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Even though it feels like forever unlocking all the achievements, it was lovely reading each and every message in all those
bottles. I love how the whole family is taken back to their past, where it ALL started. The story really plucks a heart string once
in a while, how one dollar started all the success and some lead to true happiness. This story teaches you the TRUE meaning of
appreciating one another, even through family fights and bickering it all comes down to never giving up even if years past.
Recommending it to all the fans that wanna go down memory lane!!. Of course, as always, Gamehouse nevers fail us. Another
lovely stories from Delicious Emily series. Very heart warming reunion story, a lot of philosophical valuable lesson. Entertaining
gameplay, very fun challenges. Very enjoyable. Thank you, Gamehouse for bringing us another great games. Looking forward
for more to come!. 17 hours for 100% completion because the full menu Trophy is really hard to unlock all , anyways this game
is perfect !
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